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Abstract—This paper proposes the first resource allocation scheme in the literature to support scalable-video multicast for WiMAX
relay networks. We prove that when the available bandwidth is limited, the bandwidth allocation problems of 1) maximizing network
throughput and 2) maximizing the number of satisfied users are NP-hard. To find the near-optimal solutions to this type of maximization
problem in polynomial time, this study first proposes a greedy weighted algorithm, GWA, for bandwidth allocation. By incorporating
table-consulting mechanisms, the proposed GWA can intelligently avoid redundant bandwidth allocation and thus accomplish high
network performance (such as high network throughput or large number of satisfied users). To maintain the high performance gained
by GWA and simultaneously improve its worst case performance, this study extends GWA to a bounded version, BGWA, which
guarantees that its performance gains are lower bounded. This study shows that the computational complexity of BGWA is also in
polynomial time and proves that BGWA can provide at least 1/ times the performance of the optimal solution, where  is a finite value
no less than one. Finally, simulation results show that the proposed BGWA bandwidth allocation scheme can effectively achieve
different performance objectives with different parameter settings.
Index Terms—IEEE 802.16j, multicast, resource allocation, scalable video, WiMAX
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

IEEE 802.16j standard [1] for WiMAX has recently
received considerable attention. The IEEE 802.16j
amendment is fully compatible with the 802.16e standard
[2] and enhances IEEE 802.16e by incorporating relay
technology [6], [17], [19]. A typical IEEE 802.16j network
consists of base stations (BSs), relay stations (RSs), and
subscriber stations (SSs). The radio links between BSs
and RSs are called relay links, while the links between BSs
and SSs or between RSs and SSs are called access links.
According to the channel qualities of these links, BSs and
RSs can dynamically adapt the downlink modulation and
coding schemes (MCSs) for data transmission. When RSs
are deployed at appropriate locations between the BSs and
SSs, the end-to-end channel qualities can be improved and
the BSs and RSs can adopt high data-rate MCSs. Based on
this improvement in data rate, IEEE 802.16j systems can
offer higher throughput and serve more users than IEEE
802.16e systems.
Based on the performance enhancements above, IEEE
802.16j has the potential to provide real-time video multicast services such as mobile IPTV, live video streaming
(e.g., athletic events), and online gaming. However, the BSs
should allocate bandwidth efficiently to support such
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bandwidth-hungry services while guaranteeing the quality
of user experience (QoE). The bandwidth allocation
problems in IEEE 802.16j networks are more challenging
than those in IEEE 802.16e networks because the BSs
allocate bandwidth not only to the SSs, but also to the RSs.
Multicasting also complicates the bandwidth allocation
problems. In light of these factors, designing an efficient
bandwidth allocation scheme for video multicast services in
IEEE 802.16j networks is a critical issue.
Researchers have presented various bandwidth allocation approaches for video services in IEEE 802.16e networks
(i.e., single-hop WiMAX systems). The approaches in [3],
[4], [5], [16], [20], [33], and [35] allocate bandwidth by
exploiting the common technology of scalable video coding
(SVC) specified in the H.264/SVC standard [15], [21]. The
H.264/SVC standard is extended from H.264/AVC [12],
[13], [14] and can further split a video stream into a base
layer for providing the basic video quality and multiple
enhancement layers for providing better video quality layerby-layer. Specifically, if a user already receives n-1 lower
video layers, the nth enhancement layer will improve this
user’s video quality. Using this technology, the bandwidth
allocation approaches can appropriately adapt the MCS of
each video layer and properly determine the number of
video layers to be transmitted. In contrast to transmitting a
whole video stream, the flexibility of SVC effectively
conserves bandwidth while providing satisfactory video
quality. Although IEEE 802.16e bandwidth allocation
approaches can achieve high performance in IEEE 802.16e
networks, these approaches cannot be directly applied to
IEEE 802.16j networks to achieve equivalent high performance. This is because IEEE 802.16e bandwidth allocation
approaches do not consider multihop relay issues. When
considering relay issues, the bandwidth allocation problem
Published by the IEEE CS, CASS, ComSoc, IES, & SPS
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becomes more complex, since the bandwidth should be
allocated not only to the SSs, but also to the RSs.
Researchers have presented numerous schemes to solve
the multihop bandwidth allocation problems. The bandwidth allocation schemes proposed in [7], [10], [22], [23],
[24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] were specifically designed for
data unicast in IEEE 802.16j networks. These schemes
allocate bandwidth in a dynamic manner with different
performance objectives (e.g., delay minimization [24], [25]
and throughput maximization [22], [23]). Several new
bandwidth allocation schemes [8], [9], [11] have been
developed in the last few years for data multicast in IEEE
802.16j networks. The scheme proposed in [8] conserves
bandwidth by identifying the best multicast paths among
the BSs, RSs, and SSs. Another scheme [9] allocates
bandwidth in a heuristic manner, leading to a maximized
number of service recipients. Nevertheless, almost all (if not
all) of the existing bandwidth allocation schemes for IEEE
802.16j networks consider only simple data traffic. Without
the consideration of SVC, existing schemes (for both data
unicast and data multicast) allocate bandwidth inefficiently
for real-time video services. Existing bandwidth allocation
schemes also fail to consider the diversity of device
capabilities. Not all video subscribers can display the video
content with the highest quality due to their hardware
limitations. Allocating a certain bandwidth for transmitting
high-quality video contents to low-capability users would
waste bandwidth. Moreover, the existing solutions to the
multihop bandwidth allocation problems usually rely on
sophisticated algorithms. When service providers take
realism into account, some of these sophisticated algorithms
become impractical due to their high computational complexities. Considering all these concerns, existing bandwidth
allocation schemes still cannot satisfy the requirements of
real-time video multicast services in IEEE 802.16j networks.
This study thoroughly investigates the bandwidth
allocation problems of video multicast in IEEE 802.16j
networks and provides a solution by designing a novel
bandwidth allocation algorithm to fulfill different performance objectives. Under the constraint of limited available
bandwidth, the proposed algorithm targets to maximize
network performance, e.g., to maximize the network
throughput or to maximize the number of satisfied users.
Note that we prove that the maximization problems of
network performance (i.e., maximization problem of network throughput and maximization problem of the number
of satisfied users) are NP-hard. The proposed algorithm
solves these NP-hard problems using a greedy weighted
method. This greedy weighted method is a heuristic
method that can find a suboptimal solution in polynomial
time. Specifically, instead of enumerating all the possible
choices to find the globally optimal solution, the greedy
weighted method makes the locally optimal choice at each
decision stage (according to a predefined weighted value).
This approach significantly reduces the computational
complexity. Unlike conventional greedy algorithms, the
proposed algorithm applies table consulting in each greedy
stage to determine whether any redundant bandwidth
allocation exists. If yes, the algorithm removes this allocation to reclaim the bandwidth. Consequently, the proposed
algorithm can achieve higher efficiency than previously
proposed greedy bandwidth allocation algorithms. Depending on the performance objectives and operation
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profits, service providers can adopt the proposed algorithm
with different parameter settings (i.e., different weighted
values) for bandwidth allocation in WiMAX relay systems.
This study makes five main contributions:
this study is the first to investigate the bandwidth
allocation problem of scalable video multicast in
WiMAX relay systems;
2. this study proves that the maximization problems of
the network throughput and of the number of
satisfied users are NP-hard, and proposes a polynomial-time suboptimal solution to these problems;
3. this study provides detailed design, time-complexity
analysis, and worst case analysis;
4. theoretical analysis shows that the worst case
performance of the proposed bandwidth allocation
algorithm is lower bounded by the approximation
ratio of 2  DBS  DRS , where DBS and DRS are the
degrees of the BS and RS, respectively;
5. extensive simulations demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm significantly outperforms the naive heuristic and approximates the optimal solution. In other
words, the performance of the proposed algorithm is
at least 94 percent of that of the optimal solution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews related work on bandwidth allocation
schemes in WiMAX systems. Section 3 first models the
bandwidth allocation problems for IEEE 802.16j networks
and then proposes a novel bandwidth allocation scheme for
different performance objectives. Section 4 proves the NPhardness of the multicast bandwidth allocation problems
and theoretically analyzes the performance of the proposed
bandwidth allocation scheme. Section 5 evaluates the
performance of the proposed bandwidth allocation scheme.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
1.

2

RELATED WORK

This study investigates the bandwidth allocation problems
of scalable video multicast in multihop WiMAX relay
systems. Two categories of related work are classified and
discussed as follows:
Scalable video multicast in single-hop WiMAX systems. The bandwidth allocation schemes for scalable video
multicast in IEEE 802.16e (single-hop WiMAX) networks
were proposed in [3], [4], [5], [33], [35] and the references
therein. The authors of [4] presented a two-level bandwidth
allocation scheme. In the first level, the bandwidth is
allocated to transmit the base-layer videos using lower
data-rate modulations, such as BPSK and QPSK. In the
second level, the remaining bandwidth is allocated to
transmit the enhancement layers using higher data-rate
modulations, such as 16-QAM and 64-QAM. When these
modulation schemes are determined appropriately, the twolevel approach can efficiently allocate bandwidth to multicast the scalable videos. Huang et al. [3] argued for an
enhanced system throughput using opportunistic multicasting, and introduced an opportunistic bandwidth allocation scheme for layered-video multicast services. Based on
the results in [3], the same authors developed a complete
opportunistic scheduling mechanism called Opportunistic
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Fig. 1. An example of the proposed network model.

Layered Multicasting (OLM ) [35]. This mechanism achieves
high efficiency in terms of user satisfaction by sequentially
determining the appropriate MCS and picking the proper
video layer for each multicast. However, these bandwidth
allocation schemes for IEEE 802.16e networks usually cannot
accomplish equivalent performance in IEEE 802.16j networks. This is primarily because 1) the bandwidth should
be allocated not only to the BS but also to the RSs, and 2) the
RSs causes interference problems for data multicasting.
Simple data multicast in multihop WiMAX systems.
The multihop (relay-based) bandwidth allocation schemes
for IEEE 802.16j networks were presented in [8], [9], [11]. The
previous works closest to ours are [8] and [9]. The authors of
[8] introduced a dynamic station selection (DSS) algorithm
designed to maximize the number of service recipients by
effectively conserving bandwidth consumption. They first
modeled the multihop network as the tree topology and
then used DSS to decide the lowest bandwidth-consuming
path for data multicast among the SSs, RSs, and BS. In [9],
the same author designed the dynamic resource allocation
(DRA) algorithm to solve the similar multicast problem. The
DRA algorithm allocates bandwidth in a heuristic manner
aiming to maximize the number of recipients. Although the
above methods already consider the diversities of bandwidth budgets and channel qualities, they do not consider
the diversity of the user’s device capabilities. Moreover,
these previous bandwidth allocation schemes are not
suitable for scalable-video applications because video
subscribers with diverse capabilities may request the same
video with different data rates (i.e., different numbers of
video layers). When using these simple-traffic mechanisms
in [8], [9], [11] for scalable video applications, the bandwidth
may be allocated to transmit high-quality video contents to
low-capability users, which ultimately wastes bandwidth. In
addition to the differences on user diversity and video
scalability, the proposed bandwidth allocation scheme is
also substantially different from those in the related work.
The bandwidth allocation schemes in [8] and [9] employ
multiple loops to examine the performance of the different
combinations of recipients, which results in extremely high
computational complexity. The bandwidth allocation
scheme proposed in this study applies greedy methods to
achieve low computational complexity while incorporating
the table-consulting mechanisms to avoid redundant bandwidth allocation. Therefore, the proposed bandwidth

allocation scheme can efficiently allocate bandwidth while
maintaining low computational complexity. The concept
behind the proposed bandwidth allocation scheme is
substantially different from those in the related work.

3

RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEME

This section first describes the assumptions of the network
environment and then proposes an efficient scheme for
resource allocation in the considered networks.

3.1 Network Model and Notation
This study considers the resource allocation problems in
two-hop WiMAX relay networks similar to the existing
research [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27],
[28], [29]. This study does not investigate multihop (more
than two hops) problems because 1) more-than-2-hop
scenarios usually make the resource allocation problems
too complex and thereby the solutions too impractical; and
2) the network throughput performance usually decreases as
the number of hops increases [17]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the
proposed model for two-hop WiMAX relay networks
consists of one BS, M RSs, and N SSs. For consistency, the
BS is regarded as the 0th RS and is denoted by RS0 in the
following discussion, while the RSs are denoted by RS1 to
RSM . An SS can associate either with the BS or with one of the
RSs, and the number of SSs associated with RSm is denoted
by Nm . The notation SSm;n represents the nth SS associated
with RSm . For each SSm;n , 0  m  M and 1  n  Nm .
In Fig. 1, CQm represents the channel quality of the link
between the BS and RSm while CQm;n represents the
channel quality between RSm and SSm;n . Assume that the
video streams for the links with lower channel quality
should be transmitted by the modulation schemes with
higher reliability. This model considers four modulation
schemes: BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM. BPSK
provides the highest reliability of these four schemes
(making it suitable for links with bad channel quality)
while 64-QAM provides the fastest transmission rate
(making it suitable for links with good channel quality).
The data-rate requirement of SSm;n is denoted by DRm;n
in Fig. 1. Assume that SSs with different device capabilities
can request the same video with different video quality. The
H.264/SVC standard [12], [15], [21] defines many video
quality levels with their respective maximum and minimum
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Fig. 2. An example of multicast network.

data-rate requirements. This paper considers six of them
suitable for wireless applications. For the six video quality
levels 1, 1b, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 2 (see [21]), the proposed model
uses the respective maximum bit rates, 64, 128, 192, 384, 768,
and 2,048 kbit/s, as representative data rates. Note that these
representative data rates are specified for convenience, and
the proposed resource allocation scheme can also operate
under any other data rates. An SS can select a quality level
depending on its device capability. In the case when SSm;n
requests a video under video quality level 1, the BS should
guarantee a 64 kbit/s data rate to SSm;n , and its DRm;n
equals 64 kbit/s. Furthermore, to provide diverse data rates,
H.264/SVC allows a video stream to be split into one base
layer and multiple enhancement layers. This study assumes
that a video can be split into six layers (one base layer and
five enhancement layers) corresponding to the six video
quality levels. For example, a user with the requirement of
64 kbit/s can be satisfied by receiving the base layer, while
a user with the requirement of 128 kbit/s can be satisfied
by receiving the base layer and one enhancement layer.

3.2

Concept of Multicast Resource Allocation
Scheme in WiMAX Relay Networks
WiMAX relay networks make resource allocation decisions
once per frame. An IEEE 802.16j frame consists of a
downlink subframe and an uplink subframe. This study
focuses on the downlink multicast problems. The downlink
subframe can be divided into an access zone and a relay
zone. In the access zone, the BS transmits the video data to
its served RSs and SSs. In the relay zone, the RSs further
relay the video data to their served SSs. To determine the
data transmissions within each frame, the BS should make a
scheduling decision at the beginning of each frame using an
appropriate resource allocation scheme. Before specifying the
proposed resource allocation scheme, this section first
introduces some basic concepts: 1) bandwidth estimation,
2) multicast consideration, and 3) allocation decision.
This study uses the Shannon-Hartley theorem to estimate
the bandwidth consumption [18]. This theorem states that
C<
¼ 2Blog2 L, where C represents the channel capacity in
bits per second, B represents bandwidth in Hertz, and L is
the number of discrete signal elements for a modulation
scheme. Following this inequality, we conservatively estimate the bandwidth consumption as B ¼ C=ðlog2 LÞ. For
instance, L’s of BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM are 2, 4,
16, and 64, respectively. If SSm;n links to the BS with BPSK
and has the data-rate requirement DRm;n ¼ 64 kbit=s, the

bandwidth consumption for serving SSm;n would be
64=ðlog2 2Þ ¼ 64 k Hertz. Note that the selection of an
appropriate modulation scheme depends on the channel
quality (i.e., CQm and CQm;n ). To simplify this discussion,
we divide CQm (CQm;n ) into four classes with respect to
their modulation schemes and quantify them as log2 L.
Specifically, when CQm (CQm;n ) equals 1, 2, 4, and 6, the
corresponding modulation schemes BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM,
and 64-QAM should be adopted. Accordingly, the minimum bandwidth requirement Bm;n for serving SSm;n
can be estimated as DRm;n =CQm þ DRm;n =CQm;n , where
DRm;n =CQm represents the bandwidth requirement for the
first hop from BS to RSm and DRm;n = CQm;n represents
the bandwidth requirement for the second hop from RSm to
SSm;n . Fig. 2 shows an example for serving SS1;1 , in which
the minimum bandwidth consumption B1;1 ¼ DR1;1 =CQ1 þ
DR1;1 =CQ1;1 ¼ 192=6 þ 192=6 ¼ 64k Hertz.
When a BS (RS) multicasts a video stream, all groupmember SSs within the BS’s (RS’s) coverage receive the
stream simultaneously. If the BS (RS) multicasts the video
stream using the modulation scheme corresponding to
CQm (CQm;n ), the video stream can only be correctly
decoded by SSs that are linked to the BS (RS) with the
channel quality higher than or equal to CQm (CQm;n ). Take
Fig. 2 as an example. If the BS multicasts the video stream
using 64-QAM (corresponding to CQm ¼ 6), only RS1 can
correctly decode the video stream. On the other hand, if the
BS multicasts using 16-QAM (corresponding to CQm ¼ 4),
RS1 , RS2 , and SS0;2 can correctly decode the video stream.
This example demonstrates that different modulation
schemes favor different numbers of SSs, which is referred
to as the multicast effect in this paper. Note that a different
modulation scheme also consumes a different amount of
bandwidth. Therefore, an efficient multicast resource
allocation scheme must consider both the multicast effect
and bandwidth consumption when determining an appropriate modulation scheme for streaming transmissions.
Based on SSs’ data-rate requirements and the applied
modulation schemes, the resource allocation schemes make
bandwidth allocation decisions once per scheduling frame.
The proposed resource allocation scheme uses several
multicast tables to represent the allocation decisions. The
multicast table MTm represents the allocation decision of
RSm (note that MT0 is for the BS). For example, MT1 in
Fig. 3 indicated that RS1 decides to allocate data rates of
128 kbit/s with 16-QAM and of 64 kbit/s with 64-QAM.
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Fig. 3. An example of multicast table for RS1 .

Fig. 4. Serving priority for GW ANT .

Note that this decision consumes bandwidth as 128=4 þ
64=6 ¼ 42:7k Hertz.

To elaborate on the basic idea of the proposed GW ANT ,
consider the example in Fig. 2 and its corresponding
multicast tables construction. Fig. 4 illustrates the weighted
values for the SSs and the resultant serving priority.
Initially, all the DR fields in the multicast tables MT0 ,
MT1 , and MT2 are set as zero. Since SS0;2 has the highest
throughput gain per bandwidth unit, SS0;2 is first examined. To satisfy SS0;2 , the DR field of 16-QAM in MT0 is
modified from 0 to 128 kbit/s (Fig. 5a). Next, GW ANT
processes the 192-kbit/s request of SS1;1 . To support the
first-hop transmission to SS1;1 (from the BS to RS1 ),
GW ANT first consults with MT0 . The current MT0 (i.e.,
that in Fig. 5a) indicates that 128 kbit/s out of SS1;1 ’s
192-kbit/s request has simultaneously been satisfied during
the last bandwidth assignment to SS0;2 . In this case, only
additional 64 kbit/s is required and the DR field of
64-QAM corresponding to CQ1 ¼ 6 is updated as 64 kbit/s
(Fig. 5b). Moreover, for the second-hop transmission, the BS
must allocate bandwidth to support the 192 kbit/s from
RS1 to SS1;1 using 64-QAM. Thus, the DR field of 64-QAM
in MT1 is updated as 192 kbit/s (Fig. 5b). GW ANT further
examines SS1;2 . The MT0 value in Fig. 5b indicates that RS1
has been assigned 192 kbit/s (128 kbit/s using 16-QAM and
64 kbit/s using 64-QAM) higher than DR1;2 ¼ 64 kbit/s.
Consequently, no additional bandwidth is required for
SS1;2 ’s first-hop transmission. On the other hand, for the
second-hop transmission to SS1;2 , MT1 shows that although

3.3 Proposed Bandwidth Allocation Scheme
This section considers a WiMAX relay network with a
limited amount of bandwidth, and proposes an algorithm
to maximize the target network performance (e.g., network
throughput and number of satisfied users). Because the
bandwidth is limited, not all the SSs can be satisfied at the
same time. In this case, it is necessary to determine which
set of SSs to serve first and determine the corresponding
serving priority to maximize network performance. Unfortunately, this type of problem is NP-hard (as Section 4.1
formally proves). This study reduces the well-known NPhard problem called 0/1 knapsack problem [30] to the network
performance maximization problem. To find the nearoptimal solutions of these NP-hard problems in polynomial
time, we first develop a greedy weighted algorithm GWA
that determines the set of SSs and serving priority leading
to the suboptimal network performance. Define the
weighted value Wm;n of each SSm;n as the performance
gain per bandwidth unit. Following the decreasing order of
Wm;n , GWA sequentially examines the SSs for bandwidth
allocation. Note that, if more than one SS has the same Wm;n
value, the SSs’ bandwidth requests can be handled in a
random order. To guarantee that the worst case performance is lower bounded, we enhance the proposed GWA to
be a bounded greedy weighted algorithm, called BGWA.
BGWA maintains the low complexity of GWA while
improving the worst case behavior of GWA.
This section is organized as follows: First, Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2 provide two examples targeting different performance objectives to illustrate the basic idea of GWA:
maximizing network throughput and maximizing the
number of satisfied users. Then, Section 3.3.3 elaborates
on the GWA procedure. Finally, Section 3.3.4 extends GWA
to the bounded version BGWA.
3.3.1 Maximizing Network Throughput under Limited
Resources
This section attempts to maximize the network throughput
under the limited bandwidth assumption. To approach the
goal of maximizing the network throughput, we first apply
the greedy weighted algorithm GWA using the weighted
value Wm;n as the throughput gain per bandwidth unit
DRm;n /Bm;n , where Bm;n is the bandwidth consumption to
serve SSm;n for both the first hop and the second hop. To
avoid ambiguity, we use GW ANT to represent the GWA
with the goal of maximizing network throughput with the
weighted value Wm;n ¼ DRm;n =Bm;n .

Fig. 5. An example for the table-based GW ANT .
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Fig. 6. Serving priority for GW ASU .

192 kbit=s > DR1;2 ¼ 64 kbit=s has been scheduled at RS1 ,
this data rate using 64-QAM cannot be received by SS1;2
due to its relatively poor channel quality. In this case, the
DR field of 16-QAM in MT1 should be updated as 64 kbit/s
with respect to the requirement of SS1;2 (Fig. 5c). Note that,
to avoid bandwidth wastage, 64 kbit/s can be deducted
from the previously assigned 192 kbit/s for transmission
from RS1 to SS1;1 . This is because using a more robust
modulation scheme, SS1;1 with better channel quality can
also receive the later scheduled 64 kbit/s from RS1 to SS1;2 .
Therefore, the DR field of 64-QAM in MT1 is updated from
192 to 128 kbit/s (see MT1 in Fig. 5c). The reclaimed
bandwidth can be used to serve more SSs, improving the
efficiency of bandwidth utilization. This process is repeated
for the remaining SSs based on their serving priority until
the bandwidth has been exhausted or all SSs’ requests have
been processed. If the current available bandwidth is
insufficient to satisfy an SS in a greedy stage (i.e., the
decision stage for determining whether the bandwidth is
allocated to an SS), GW ANT simply skips the SS and
proceeds to serve the next SS whose requirement can be
filled unless no such an SS exists. The proposed GW ANT is
significantly different from a pure greedy algorithm in that
GW ANT can reclaim bandwidth and effectively avoid
unnecessary multicast operations by looking up the multicast tables in each greedy stage.

3.3.2 Maximizing Number of Satisfied Users under
Limited Resources
This section attempts to maximize the number of satisfied
users under the limited bandwidth assumption. User
satisfaction is a matter of concern for service providers
because it is eventually reflected in operational profits. This
study defines satisfied users as the users whose data-rate
requirements are fully met. To approach the goal of
maximizing the number of satisfied users, this study applies
the greedy weighted algorithm GWA using a weighted
value different from that in Section 3.3.1. To maximize the
number of satisfied users, we define the weighted value as
the ratio of the number of satisfied users to bandwidth
consumption. That is, Wm;n ¼ userm;n =Bm;n , where userm;n is
the number of concurrently satisfied users while serving the
data-rate/bandwidth requirements of SSm;n . For instance in
Fig. 2, user1;3 ¼ 2 because when satisfying SS1;3 , SS1;2 with
equal channel condition and fewer data-rate requirements
can be satisfied simultaneously. On the other hand, user1;1 ¼
1 because while serving SS1;1 , its neighbors SS1;2 and SS1;3
are associated with poorer channel quality (i.e., CQ1;2 ¼
CQ1;3 < CQ1;1 ) and thus cannot be satisfied concurrently.
Fig. 6 lists userm;n , Bm;n , Wm;n and the serving priority for the
SSs in Fig. 2. This study uses GW ASU to represent the GWA

Fig. 7. An example for the table-based GW ASU .

with the goal of maximizing the number of satisfied users
and with the weighted value Wm;n ¼ userm;n =Bm;n .
Consider the network in Fig. 2 as an example to illustrate
the execution of GW ASU . Assume that the available
bandwidth BLimit ¼ 80k Hertz. The proposed GW ASU
examines the SSs in the prioritized order, SS1;2 , SS1;3 ,
SS2;1 , SS0;1 , SS0;2 and then SS1;1 (Fig. 7a). When SS1;2 is
examined, the current residual bandwidth BRes is sufficient
to support the 64 kbit/s from the BS to SS1;2 via RS1
(i.e., BRes  ðDR1;2 =CQ1 þ DR1;2 =CQ1;2 Þ  0). Therefore, the
DR fields of 64-QAM in MT0 and 16-QAM in MT1 are first
modified as 64 kbit/s. Additional bandwidth ðDR1;3 
DR1;2 Þ=CQ1 ¼ 10:67k Hertz is required to support the firsthop transmission of SS1;3 (from the BS to RS1 ). Similarly, the
second-hop transmission of SS1;3 (from RS1 to SS1;3 )
requires ðDR1;3  DR1;2 Þ=CQ1;3 ¼ 16k Hertz. Because BRes
is enough to satisfy both requirements of SS1;3 (i.e.,
BRes  ð10:67 þ 16Þk Hertz  0), the DR fields of 64-QAM
in MT0 and 16-QAM in MT1 are modified as 128 kbit/s. After
that, SS2;1 is examined. Although MT0 already scheduled
128 kbit=s > DR2;1 ¼ 64 kbit=s, the data rate supported by
64-QAM cannot be received by RS2 due to its poor channel
condition. Hence, to satisfy the first hop of SS2;1 , MT0 should
provide additional 64 kbit/s using 16-QAM. This consumes
DR2;1 =CQ2 ¼ 64=4 ¼ 16k Hertz. In this case, 64 kbit/s can be
deducted from the DR field of 64-QAM in MT0 to avoid
redundant transmission and thereby reclaim 64=6 ¼ 10:67k
Hertz. To further support the second hop of SS2;1 , the
bandwidth consumption DR2;1 =CQ2;1 ¼ 10:67k Hertz is
required. Accordingly, the overall bandwidth requirement
when processing SS2;1 is ð16  10:67Þ þ 10:67 ¼ 16k Hertz.
Because BRes can satisfy this requirement, the DR fields of
16-QAM in MT0 , 64-QAM in MT0 and 64-QAM in MT2 are
all modified as 64 kbit/s. Then, GW ASU sequentially
examines SS0;1 , SS0;2 and SS1;1 in the same way. After all
the above steps, the multicast tables are determined (Fig. 7b).
GW ASU finally allocates the bandwidth accordingly to
satisfy SS1;2 , SS1;3 , SS2;1 , and SS0;2 .

3.3.3 Procedure of the Proposed Bandwidth Allocation
Scheme
Based on the concept of GWA mentioned in Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2, this section further elaborates on the GWA
procedure. Note that the GW ANT procedure is the same as
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that of GW ASU ; the only difference between them is that
GW ANT and GW ASU employ different weighted values
Wm;n for each SSm;n . Depending on the concerns of the
service provider, using different weighted values in the
same procedure achieves different performance objectives,
e.g., maximizing network throughput or maximizing the
number of satisfied users (see the respective examples in
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2).
Algorithm 1 shows the proposed procedure of GWA (for
both GW ANT and GW ASU ). This algorithm defines BLimit
as the total bandwidth that can be allocated. Let BRes be a
temporary variable that indicates the current residual
bandwidth. BRes is initialized as BLimit and all the DR
fields of the multicast tables are initialized as zero (lines 14). After initialization, the proposed scheme sorts all the SSs
in decreasing order based on their weighted values, i.e.,
Wm;n for SSm;n (line 5). Let hopm;n be the SSm;n hop count.
i-hop
as SSm;n ’s ith-hop bandwidth consumption.
Define Bm;n
For an SSm;n taken in the sorting order, GWA first sets
-hop ; 8i, as zero (lines 7 and 8). GWA then consults with
Bim;n
i-hop
in each hop
the current multicast tables to compute Bm;n
for satisfying SSm;n (lines 9-26). For the first (respectively,
second) hop, define CQ and MT to represent CQm and MT0
(respectively, CQm;n and MTm ) (lines 10-14). To compute
-hop , GWA employs a temporary variable DRi-hop to record
Bim;n
temp
the total data rate associated with the modulation schemes
no less reliable than modulation[CQ] in the current MT,
where modulation[CQ] is the modulation scheme corre<
i-hop
, no extra
sponding to CQ (line 15). If DRm;n ¼ DRtemp
bandwidth allocation is required for SSm;n in the ith hop
i-hop
¼ 0 (lines 16-17). Otherwise, additional
and thereby Bm;n
data rate ðDRm;n  DRihop
temp Þ should be supported in MT. In
i-hop
becomes
this case, the bandwidth consumption Bm;n
i-hop
ðDRm;n  DRtemp Þ=CQ (lines 18-19). However, if the current
MT already supports any data rates using the other
modulation schemes that are less reliable than modulation[CQ], some bandwidth can be reclaimable (lines 20-24)
(e.g., the case that serving SS1;2 in Section 3.3.1 or the case
that serving SS2;1 in Section 3.3.2). To calculate the
reclaimable bandwidth, GWA checks each DR field corresponding to a modulation scheme less reliable than
modulation[CQ] (line 20). If any existing data rates with
less-reliable modulation can also be satisfied by DRm;n
using modulation[CQ], these data rates are redundant
(line 21). The total reclaimable bandwidth with respect to
redundant data rates is recorded in the temporary variable
-hop (line 22). After the above bandwidth computation of
Bireclaim
each hop for SSm;n , the current residual bandwidth BRes
will be examined to determine whether it is sufficient to
2hop
2hop
support ðB1hop m; n  B1hop
reclaim Þ þ ðBm;n  Breclaim Þ (line 27).
If yes, the data-rate requirements of SSm;n are reflected
in the corresponding multicast tables (lines 28-42). In
i-hop
, MT is modified by adding
the case of DRm;n > DRtemp
i-hop
(DRm;n  DRtemp ) into its DR field of CQ (lines 34-35). GWA
then deducts the redundant data rates (if any) from the
current MT (lines 36-40) to reclaim bandwidth for later use
(line 43). The procedures of bandwidth computation and
table modification repeat for each SS until either BRes is
exhausted (lines 44-46) or all SSs have been processed
(lines 6-48). Finally, the BS allocates bandwidth according to
the generated multicast tables (line 49).
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Algorithm 1. The proposed GWA for bandwidth allocation
in IEEE 802.16j networks
Input: fCQ0 ; CQ1 ; . . . ; CQM g,
fCQ0;1 ; . . . ; CQm;Nm g,
fDR0;1 ; . . . ; DRm;Nm g,
fW0;1 ; . . . ; Wm;Nm g.
BLimit
1 BRes
2 for m ¼ 0 to M

3
MTm
4 end for
5 sort SSs into monotonously decreasing order by
weighted values Wm;n
6 for each SSm;n; taken in the sorting order
7
for i ¼ 1 to hopm;n
i-hop
8
Bm;n
0
9
for i ¼ 1 to hopm;n
10
if i ¼ 1
11
let CQ and MT represent CQm and MT0
12
else if i ¼ 2
13
let CQ and MT represent CQm;n and MTm
14
end if
i-hop
total DR in MT using modulation
15
DRtemp
schemes no less reliable than modulation[CQ]
<
i-hop
16
if DRm;n ¼ DRtemp
i-hop
17
Bm;n ¼ 0
i-hop
18
else if DRm; n > DRtemp
i-hop
i-hop
19
Bm;n ¼ ðDRm;n  DRtemp
Þ=CQ
20
for each DR in MT using a modulation
scheme less reliable than modulation[CQ] in
the order from BPSK to 64-QAM
21
if some data rate is redundant due to the
support of DRm;n using modulation[CQ]
i-hop
i-hop
Breclaim
þ the reclaimable
22
Breclaim
bandwidth if deducting the redundant
data rate from MT
23
end if
24
end for
25
end if
26
end for
>
1hop
2hop
2hop
27
if BRes ¼ ðB1hop
m;n  Breclaim Þ þ ðBm;n  Breclaim Þ
28
for i ¼ 1 to hopm;n
29
if i ¼ 1
30
let CQ and MT represent CQm and MT0
31
else if i ¼ 2
32
let CQ and MT represent CQm;n and MTm
33
end if
i-hop
34
if DRm;n > DRtemp
i-hop
35
add (DRm;n -DRtemp
) into the DR field of
CQ in MT
36
for each DR in MT using a modulation
scheme less reliable than modulation[CQ]
in the order from BPSK to 64-QAM
37
if some data rate is redundant due to the
support of DRm;n using modulation[CQ]
38
deduct the redundant data rate
from MT
39
end if
40
end for
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41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

end if
end for
1hop
BRes  ½ðB1hop
BRes
m;n  Breclaim Þ þ
2hop
2hop
ðBm;n  Breclaim Þ
if BRes ¼ 0
break
end if
end if
end for
allocate bandwidth according to fMT0 ; MT1 ; . . . ; MTM g

The time complexity of sorting (line 5) in GWA is
OðN log NÞ. The complexity of the for-loop (lines 6-48) to
compute the bandwidth consumption and to modify the
multicast tables is OðNÞ. Thus, the total complexity is
OðNlogN þ NÞ ¼ OðNlogNÞ.

3.3.4 Proposed -Approximation Algorithm
This section simply modifies the proposed resource allocation scheme, GWA, to improve its performance in the worst
case scenario while keeping its high performance in
average cases. Although GWA can perform well in most
cases (e.g., the examples in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), GWA is
not a -approximation algorithm, where  is an approximation ratio.
Definition 1. An algorithm A is a -approximation algorithm if
and only if the algorithm satisfies the following equation:
P  ðIÞ=PA ðIÞ  ; for all I;
where I is an instance of the target problem, and P  ðIÞ and
PA ðIÞ are the profits (e.g., throughput or number of satisfied
users) gained by the optimal solution and algorithm A,
respectively.
Based on the proposed GWA, we propose a -approximation algorithm, Bounded GWA (BGWA), to guarantee that
the performance is lower bounded in the worst case.
Algorithm 2 shows the BGWA procedure. Line 1 initializes
two solution sets, M1 and M2 , each of which contains all the
multicast tables, i.e., MT0 to MTM , for the BS and RSs.
Line 2 executes GWA to generate a set of multicast tables
(see details in Section 3.3.3), and records this set into M1 .
Line 3 first removes the SSs who can be satisfied using M1 .
The algorithm then reexecutes GWA for the remainder SSs
to generate another set of multicast tables, and records this
set in M2 . Line 4 determines the final solution set, M  , as M1
or M2 whichever yields the higher profit (i.e., network
performance). Finally, in line 5, the BS allocates bandwidth
according to the multicast tables in M  . Section 4.2 formally
proves that BGWA is a -approximation algorithm.
Algorithm 2. The -approximation algorithm BGWA for
bandwidth allocation in IEEE 802.16j networks
Input: CQRS ¼ fCQ0 ; CQ1 ; . . . ; CQM g,
CQSS ¼ fCQ0;1 ; . . . ; CQm;Nm g,
DR ¼ fDR0;1 ; . . . ; DRm;Nm g,
W ¼ fW0;1 ; . . . ; Wm;Nm g.
1 let M1 and M2 be the two solution sets of multicast
tables
GWA(CQRS , CQSS , DR, W)
2 M1
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GWA(CQRS ’, CQSS ’, DR’, W’), where the
3 M2
inputs (CQRS ’, CQSS ’, DR’, W’) are obtained by
removing the SSs who can be satisfied using M1
4 M
M1 or M2 whichever results in the higher profits
5 allocate bandwidth according to M 
BGWA executes GWA twice to generate two possible sets
of multicast tables, and then simply selects the better set as
the solution. The complexity of GWA is OðNlogNÞ. Therefore, the total complexity of BGWA is Oð2NlogNÞ ¼
OðNlogNÞ. Note that BGWA maintains the low complexity
of GWA while further providing a performance bound to
guarantee its effectiveness in the worst case.

4

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

4.1

NP-Hardness of the Multicast Bandwidth
Allocation Problems
This section proves that both the maximization problem of
network throughput and the maximization problem of the
number of satisfied users are NP-hard. Specifically, this
section proves the above statement by reducing the wellknown NP-hard problem called 0/1 knapsack problem [30] to
the problems of 1) maximizing throughput and 2) maximizing the number of satisfied users. The corresponding
definition and property are given as follows:
Definition 2. The 0/1 knapsack problem is a combinationaloptimization problem: Given n objects, each with a weight Wi
and a profit Pi , determine which objects should be taken so that
the total weight is less than or equal to the limit Wlimit and the
total profit is as large as possible.
Property 1. The 0/1 knapsack problem is NP-hard [30].
Theorem 1. The maximization problem of network throughput
and the maximization problem of the number of satisfied users
in WiMAX relay networks are NP-hard.
Proof. Let the maximization problem of network throughput and the maximization problem of the number of
satisfied users in the general WiMAX relay networks be
problems A and B, respectively. First consider the simple
case in Fig. 8, where the channel qualities between the BS
and RSs are perfect (i.e., CQ1 ¼ 1, CQ2 ¼ 1, and
CQ3 ¼ 1). Let A0 and B0 be the maximization problem
of network throughput and the maximization problem of
the number of satisfied users in the above special case. To
prove A and B are NP-hard, it is sufficient to show that
A0 and B0 are NP-hard because A0 and B0 are simpler
than A and B. When solving A0 and B0 , the bandwidth
consumption for multicast through the relay links
(between the BS and RSs) approximates to zero (i.e.,
maxðDR1;1; DR2;1; DR3;1Þ=minðCQ1;CQ2 ;CQ3Þ ¼ 192=1  0Þ
and can therefore be neglected. Based on this observation, A0 and B0 can be regarded as bandwidth allocation
problems in one-hop networks and can thus be simply
modeled as the 0/1 knapsack problem. Suppose the
limited bandwidth is Wlimit ¼ 32k Hertz. The bandwidth
consumptions for serving SS1;1 , SS2;1 , and SS3;1 are W1 ¼
DR1;1=CQ1;1¼ 16k Hertz, W2 ¼ DR2;1=CQ2;1 ¼ 10:67k Hertz,
and W3 ¼ DR3;1 =CQ3;1 ¼ 32k Hertz. While serving SS1;1 ,
SS2;1 , and SS3;1 , the gains of network throughput or
satisfied users can be regarded as the profit values P1 , P2 ,
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Fig. 8. A special case that can be transformed to the 0/1 knapsack
problem.

and P3 , respectively. Note that P1 ¼ P2 ¼ 64 kbit/s and
P3 ¼ 192 kbit/s for A0 while P1 ¼ P2 ¼ P3 ¼ 1 user for B0 .
Let Sopt be the set of SSs which maximize the total
P
Pprofit
Pi Xi while the total bandwidth consumption
Wi Xi
is less than or equal to Wlimit , where Xi is an indicator
function. If SSi;1 is served, Xi ¼ 1. Otherwise, Xi ¼ 0.
Solving A0 and B0 is the same as determining Sopt
(i.e., determining which SSs should be served so that the
total profit is maximized). From Definition 2 and
Property 1, both A0 and B0 are 0/1 knapsack problem
with NP-hard complexity. Since A0 and B0 in the one-hop
special case are already NP-hard, A and B in the two-hop
general cases must be NP-hard.
u
t
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unicast bandwidth allocation problem as the well-known
0/1 knapsack problem [30] (see Definition 2). First, let the
total amount of available bandwidth be the capacity of
the knapsack. Second, regard SSs as objects. Third, regard
the bandwidth consumption and the performance gain for
serving an SS as the weight and the profit for taking an
object, respectively. Finally, the 0/1 knapsack problem is
how to take a set of objects (SSs) so that the profit
(performance gain) can be maximized while the total
weight (bandwidth consumption) of the taken objects
(served SSs) is less than or equal to the knapsack’s capacity
(available bandwidth).
Remark 2. The unicast bandwidth allocation problem can
be modeled as the 0/1 knapsack problem.

Performance Analysis of the Proposed
Bandwidth Allocation Scheme
Section 3.3 proposes greedy weighted algorithms, GWA and
BGWA, to solve the multicast bandwidth allocation problem.
This section analyzes the worst case performance of the
proposed algorithms. Theorem 2 shows that BGWA is lower
bounded by the approximation ratio of 2  DBS  DRS ,
where DBS and DRS are the degrees of the BS and RS,
respectively. Furthermore, Theorem 3 shows that we can
enhance the lower bound of BGWA to be the approximation
ratio of 2  Dmax , where Dmax ¼ maxðDBS ; DRS Þ.
First, we note that GWA outperforms a unicast bandwidth allocation algorithm when allocating the same
amount of bandwidth to the same SS. Consider the example
in Fig. 2. Suppose GWA and a unicast algorithm allocate the
same bandwidth to a certain SS, e.g., SS1;2 . In this case,
GWA can multicast video streaming to satisfy SS1;2 and
SS1;3 concurrently, while the unicast algorithm can only
satisfy SS1;2 . Therefore, given the same amount of available
bandwidth and the same serving priority, GWA consistently
satisfies more SSs and thereby yields more profit (e.g.,
network throughput and the number of satisfied users) than
a unicast bandwidth allocation algorithm.

The nonincreasing first fit (NIFF) [31] algorithm is the
most well-known greedy solution to the 0/1 knapsack
problem. This algorithm sorts objects in the nonincreasing
order of their profit-to-weight ratio. Following the sorting
order, the objects are taken into the knapsack under the
constraint that the total weight of the taken objects cannot
exceed the knapsack’s capacity. When applying NIFF to the
bandwidth allocation problem, NIFF serves SSs following
the same priority as GWA, i.e., according to the SSs’ profitto-weight ratio. Following Remark 1, because NIFF is a
unicast algorithm, we can regard NIFF as the lower bound
of profit for GWA. However, NIFF cannot provide a real
bound for GWA because NIFF is not a -approximation
algorithm [32]. Without a real bound, GWA is also not a approximation algorithm.
Fortunately, the authors in [32] developed a -approximation algorithm called Bounded NIFF (BNIFF) for the 0/1
knapsack problem. BNIFF provides a tight bound of profit
by executing NIFF twice. Because BNIFF can guarantee a
performance bound in the worst case, this study uses the
concept of BNIFF to modify GWA, i.e., Section 3.3.4 extends
GWA to a bounded version BGWA. We formally prove that
the proposed BGWA is a -approximation algorithm for
the multicast bandwidth allocation problem as follows.
Lemma 1 first shows that the profit gained by BNIFF is
lower bounded. Note that Lemma 1 has been proved in [32].
Based on Lemma 1, Lemma 2 proves that the profit gained
by BGWA is also lower bounded. On the other hand,
Lemma 3 shows that the optimal solution to the multicast
bandwidth allocation problem is upper bounded. Using the
lower bound in Lemma 2 and the upper bound in Lemma 3,
Theorem 2 proves that BGWA is a -approximation
algorithm. Let I be an instance of the bandwidth allocation
problem. Define W [i] and P [i] as the weight and the profit
of object i in a 0/1 knapsack problem.
P
Lemma 1. PBNIF F ðIÞ  12  ki¼1 P ½i; for all I.

Remark 1. With the same bandwidth budget and priority,
GWA outperforms a unicast bandwidth allocation
algorithm.

Proof. Based on Remark 2, we first model a unicast
bandwidth allocation problem as a 0/1 knapsack problem. For a general 0/1 knapsack problem, assume that

4.2

Because GWA outperforms a unicast bandwidth allocation algorithm, we can regard a unicast algorithm as the
lower bound of profit for GWA. To derive a real bound for
GWA, we first concentrate on the performance bound of a
unicast bandwidth allocation algorithm. We can model the

W ½i  Wlimit ; for all i;

ð1Þ

where W ½i is the weight of object i and Wlimit is the
capacity of knapsack. Consider the unicast solution
BNIFF. To solve the 0/1 knapsack problem, BNIFF
executes NIFF twice. The BNIFF procedure is the same
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as that of BGWA (see Algorithm 2) but replaces the
multicast tables and GWA in BGWA with unicast tables
and NIFF. BNIFF denotes the first and second NIFFs
as NIF F1 and NIF F2 , respectively. For each NIFF,
objects are taken following the nonincreasing order of
their profit-to-weight ratio. We denote k to be the first
number such that kth object cannot be taken into the
knapsack. From this definition and (1), we can infer that
the 1st-(k  1)th objects must be taken by NIF F1 while
the kth object must be taken by NIF F2 . Accordingly,
NIF F1 and NIF F2 take at least k objects. Thus,
X

X

P ½i þ

object i taken
by NIF F1

P ½i 

k
X

P ½i;

ð2Þ

where P ½i is the profit of object i. BNIFF adopts NIF F1
or NIF F2 whichever results in higher profit. Therefore,
0
1
X
X
1 B
C
PBNIF F ðIÞ   @
P ½i þ
P ½iA; for all I: ð3Þ
2
object i taken
object i taken
by NIF F1

by NIF F2

Equations (2) and (3) can then derive a lower bound of
profit for BNIFF.
0
1
X
1 B X
C
PBNIF F ðIÞ   @
P ½iþ
P ½iA
2
object i taken
object i taken
by NIF F1
by NIF F2
ð4Þ
k
1 X
 
P ½i; for all I:
2 i¼1
Lemma 2. PBGW A ðIÞ  12 

Pk

i¼1

Lemma 3. P  ðIÞ  ðDBS  DRS Þ 

Pk

i¼1

P ½i; for all I.

Proof. First, consider unicast solutions to the bandwidth
allocation problem. For a bandwidth allocation
problem I, denote Pu  ðIÞ as the profit gained by the
optimal unicast solution. Applying Remark 2, we can
model the unicast bandwidth allocation problem I as a
0/1 knapsack problem. For the 0/1 knapsack problem, it
is well known [31] that
Pu ðIÞ 

k
X

P ½i; for all I;

ð8Þ

i¼1

i¼1

object i taken
by NIF F2
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P ½i; for all I.

Proof. We use the concept of BNIFF to design the proposed
BGWA. The BGWA procedure (see Algorithm 2) is the
same as that of BNIFF while NIFF in BNIFF is replaced by
GWA in BGWA. Note that GWA and NIFF serve SSs (take
objects) following the same order, based on the SSs’
(objects’) profit-to-weight ratio. Remark 1 indicates that
GWA outperforms NIFF because NIFF is a unicast
solution to the bandwidth allocation problem. Therefore,
PGW A ðIÞ  PNIF F ðIÞ; for all I:

ð5Þ

BGWA executes GWA twice and then selects the better
GWA to allocate bandwidth. Likewise, BNIFF executes
NIFF twice and selects the better NIFF to allocate
bandwidth. Accordingly, the profits gained by BGWA
and by BNIFF are actually gained by GWA and by NIFF,
respectively. Based on this observation and (5), we can
then derive that
PBGW A ðIÞ  PBNIF F ðIÞ; for all I:

ð6Þ

Consequently, (6) and Lemma 1 can derive a lower
bound of profit for BGWA.
k
1 X
P ½i; for all I:
PBGW A ðIÞ  PBNIF F ðIÞ  
2 i¼1

ð7Þ
u
t

where the definitions of k and of P ½i are the same as those
in Lemma 1. Next, consider multicast solutions to
the bandwidth allocation problem. Denote DBS as the
degree of BS and DRS as the maximum degree of RSs. For
example, Fig. 2 shows that DBS ¼ 4 and DRS ¼ 3. Given a
certain amount of available bandwidth, the profit gained
by multicast solutions is at most ðDBS  DRS Þ times
higher than the profit gained by unicast solutions. Thus,
P  ðIÞ  ðDBS  DRS Þ  Pu ðIÞ; for all I:

ð9Þ

Consequently, (8) and (9) can derive an upper bound of
profit for the multicast bandwidth allocation problem.
P  ðIÞ  ðDBS  DRS Þ  Pu ðIÞ
k
X
P ½i; for all I:
 ðDBS  DRS Þ 

ð10Þ

i¼1

u
t
P  ðIÞ
PBGW A ðIÞ

 2  DBS  DRS ; for all I. BGWA is a
Theorem 2.
ð2  DBS  DRS Þ-approximation algorithm.
Proof. Following Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we can derive the
approximation ratio of the proposed BGWA as follows:
P
P  ðIÞ
P  ðIÞ
DBS  DRS  ki¼1 P ½i


P
Pk
1
PBGW A ðIÞ 1  ki¼1 P ½i
ð11Þ
i¼1 P ½i
2
2
¼ 2  DBS  DRS ; for all I:
Definition 1 shows that BGWA is a ð2  DBS  DRS Þapproximation algorithm for the multicast bandwidth
allocation problem in WiMAX relay networks.
Although the worst case performance of BGWA is
already bounded by the approximation ratio of
2  DBS  DRS , the worst case performance can be
further enhanced. Theorem 3 shows that we can
enhance the worst case performance of BGWA by
reserving some bandwidth in the BS. To prove this,
first consider the special cases of the bandwidth
allocation problem, where the channel qualities between
the BS and RSs are perfect, i.e., CQ1 ¼ CQ2 ¼
¼
CQM ¼ 1. Let I 0 be an instance of the bandwidth
allocation problem in the special case.
u
t
Pk
0
1
0
Lemma 4. PBGW A ðI Þ  2  i¼1 P ½i; for all I .
Proof. I 0 must be included in I because I 0 is a special case of
the bandwidth allocation problem. That is,
9I : I 0

I; for all I 0 :

ð12Þ
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Since I 0 is included in I, we can rewrite Lemma 2 as
follows:
k
1 X
P ½i; for all I 0 :
PBGW A ðI 0 Þ  
2 i¼1



0

Lemma 5. P ðI Þ  Dmax 

Pk

i¼1

ð13Þ
u
t

0

P ½i; for all I .

0

P ðI Þ  ðDBS  DRS Þ 

k
X

0

P ½i; for all I :

P  ðI 0 Þ  Dmax  Pu ðI 0 Þ; for all I 0 :

¼ 2  Dmax ; for all I 0 :
Definition 1 indicates that BGWA is a (2  Dmax )approximation algorithm in the special case. Then, we
show how to transform a problem instance I into I 0 by
reserving bandwidth in the BS. Consider the general
network model in Fig. 1. To eliminate the effect of the
relay links between the BS and RSs, we can reserve some
bandwidth for these relay links. Let DRl be the data-rate
requirement of a relay link l between the BS and RSl . DRl
is at most the same as the maximum data-rate requirement of the SSs subordinated to RSl . That is, DRl 
maxðDRl;1 ; . . . ; DRl;Nl Þ, where 1  l  M. Accordingly,
the data-rate requirement of the relay links is at most

ð14Þ

ð15Þ

Following (8) in Lemma 3, (12) in Lemma 4 and (15),
we can finally derive the upper bound of profit for the
optimal multicast bandwidth allocation algorithm in the
special case as follows:
P  ðI 0 Þ  Dmax  Pu ðI 0 Þ  Dmax 

k
X

P ½i; for all I 0 :

ð16Þ

i¼1

u
t
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Proof. Following Lemma 4 and Lemma 5, we can derive the
approximation ratio of BGWA in the special case
P
P  ðI 0 Þ
P  ðI 0 Þ
Dmax  ki¼1 P ½i


P
P
k
1
PBGW A ðI 0 Þ 1  ki¼1 P ½i
ð17Þ
i¼1 P ½i
2
2

i¼1

The upper bound in (14) can be tighter in the special case.
Consider the general network model in Fig. 1. In the
special case, assume that CQ1 ¼ CQ2 ¼
¼ CQM ¼ 1.
First, consider the SSs subordinated to the BS (i.e.,
SS0;1  SS0;N0 ). Suppose a unicast algorithm and a
multicast algorithm allocate the same bandwidth to serve
a certain SS, i.e., SS0;i , where 1  i  N0 . In this case, the
unicast algorithm can get profit (e.g., network throughput) from only SS0;i , while the multicast algorithm may
get profit from all the SS0;i ’s neighbors. Note that each SS
subordinated to the BS has at most DBS neighbors.
Therefore, in the special case, when allocating bandwidth
to a certain SS subordinated to the BS, the profit gained
by a multicast algorithm can be at most DBS times higher
than that gained by a unicast algorithm. Second, consider
the SSs subordinated to an RS. Note that in the special
case, because CQ1 ¼ CQ2 ¼
¼ CQM ¼ 1, it is possible to ignore the relay links between the BS and RSs.
Thus, concentrate on the access links between the RSs
and SSs. Suppose a multicast algorithm allocates a certain
amount of bandwidth to serve a certain SS, i.e., SSj;k ,
where 1  j  M and 1  k  NM . In this case, the
multicast algorithm may get profits (e.g., network
throughput) from all the SSj;k ’s neighbors. Because DRS
is the maximum degree of RSs, each SS subordinated to
an RS has at most DRS neighbors. Accordingly, in the
special case, when allocating bandwidth to a certain SS
subordinated to an RS, a multicast algorithm can gain the
profit at most DRS times higher than a unicast algorithm.
The discussion above indicates that in the special case
(i.e., CQ1 ¼ CQ2 ¼
¼ CQM ¼ 1), when allocating
bandwidth to a certain SS subordinated to either a BS
or an RS, the profit gained by a multicast algorithm is at
most max(DBS ; DRS ) times higher than that gained by a
unicast algorithm. Let Dmax ¼ maxðDBS ; DRS Þ. We can
then derive a tighter bound of profit for the optimal
multicast solution to the bandwidth allocation problem
under the special case

NO. 1,

Theorem 3. BGWA can be improved to be a ð2  Dmax Þapproximation algorithm by reserving bandwidth in the BS.

Proof. Following (12) in Lemma 4, we can rewrite Lemma 3 as


VOL. 12,

maxðDR1 ; . . . ; DRM Þ  max½maxðDR1;1 ; . . . ; DR1;N1 Þ; . . . ;
maxðDRM;1 ; . . . ; DRM;NM Þ ¼ maxðDR1;1 ; . . . ; DRM;NM Þ:
To satisfy the requirement of all the relay links, the BS
can multicast a video stream with the data rate of
maxðDR1; 1; . . . ; DRM;NM Þ using the modulation scheme
corresponding to the (relatively) poorest channel quality,
i.e., minðCQ1 ; . . . ; CQM Þ. Consequently, when we reserve
maxðDR1;1 ; . . . ; DRM;NM Þ=minðCQ1 ; . . . ; CQM Þk Hertz in
the BS, we can simply transform the bandwidth allocation problem in Fig. 1 into the special case, where the
links between the BS and RSs are neglected. Let  ¼
maxðDR1;1 ; . . . ; DRM;NM Þ=minðCQ1 ; . . . ; CQM Þ. Thus, the
amount of bandwidth to reserve in the BS is at most  k
Hertz. That is, we can transform I into I 0 by reserving at
most  k Hertz bandwidth in the BS
8I : I ! I 0 ; by reserving at most  k Hertz in the BS: ð18Þ
Equations (17) and (18) indicate that BGWA can be
improved to be a (2  Dmax )-approximation algorithm
by reserving at most  k Hertz bandwidth in the BS. Note
that, in the general case, 
Blimit . Thus, in general case, it
is worth reserving some bandwidth (at most  k Hertz)
in the BS so that the worst case performance of BGWA can
u
t
be bounded by the approximation ratio of 2Dmax .
Finally, note that the simulations in Section 5 show that
the results achieved by BGWA are generally much closer
to the optimal solution than that indicated by the worst
case bound.

5

SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1 Simulation Environment
This section discusses the performance evaluation of the
proposed algorithm. The simulations were conducted using
C++. We consider a WiMAX relay network with a single BS
controlling five RSs. To determine channel quality, this
study adopts the well-known model in [34]. This model
states that the channel quality can be determined by the
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TABLE 1
The Parameters in the Simulation Environment

location distribution of users. Specifically, the channel
quality of a link is inversely proportional to the distance
between the BS/RS and the RS/SS, i.e., qi  dia , where qi is
the channel quality of a link i, di is the distance and a is an
attenuation factor (usually 2  a  4). Using this model, the
simulations in this study first randomize the locations of
the RSs and SSs. Then, according to the random locations,
the channel quality of each access link (from BS to SS or
from RS to SS) is randomly set as 1, 2, 4, or 6 corresponding
to its adopted modulation scheme BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM,
or 64-QAM. On the other hand, since RSs are usually
deployed at locations with less interference, the channel
quality of each relay link (from BS to RS) is randomly set as
2, 4, or 6 corresponding to the three higher rate modulation
schemes QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM. Note that this
channel setting is for convenience during the simulations.
The proposed algorithm can also operate under any other
channel models. In addition, in accordance with the video
levels mentioned in Section 3.1, the data-rate requirement
of each SS is randomly set as 64, 128, 192, 384, 768, or
2,048 kbit/s. Table 1 lists the parameters used in these
simulations.

5.2 Comparison with Optimal Algorithm
This section compares the proposed BGWA algorithm with
the optimal algorithm, and simulates BGWA for two
performance objectives. First, this study simulates
BGW ANT for maximizing network throughput while
setting its weighted value Wm;n ¼ DRm;n =Bm;n (see the
reasons in Section 3.3.1). Second, this study simulates
BGW ASU for maximizing the number of satisfied users
while setting its weighted value Wm;n ¼ userm;n =Bm;n (see
the reasons in Section 3.3.2). For comparison, this study also
simulates the optimal algorithm for the same two performance objectives. The optimal algorithm applies the brute
force method to solve the 0/1 knapsack problem for the two
objectives: 1) maximizing network throughput and 2) maximizing the number of satisfied users. That is, the optimal
algorithm enumerates all possible combinations of taken
objects (i.e., served SSs) to find the optimal solution to the
respective maximization problem.
Suppose that the number of SSs varies from 10 to 30 and
the limited bandwidth is given as 3 megahertz. Fig. 9a
shows that the network throughput in BGW ANT is close to
that in the optimal algorithm. Fig. 9b demonstrates that
BGW ASU also achieves near-optimal performance in terms
of the number of satisfied users. These results indicate that

Fig. 9. (a) Network throughput and (b) number of satisfied users for
different number of SSs.

the proposed BGWA is a good approximation of the optimal
solution. Note that the optimal solution is clearly impractical due to its NP-hardness (see the proof in Section 4.1).

5.3 BGW ANT Performance
The following experiments simulate BGW ANT and
BGW ASU , as mentioned in Section 5.2, while further
simulating a naive algorithm for comparison. The naive
algorithm greedily allocates the bandwidth to the SSs using
a modulation scheme that multicasts the video stream to the
maximum number of SSs. The naive algorithm allocates the
bandwidth using modulation schemes following the order
from the most reliable scheme corresponding to the lowest
channel quality (e.g., BPSK) to the least reliable yet fastest
scheme corresponding to the highest channel quality (e.g.,
64-QAM). This approach ensures that the maximum
number of SSs can receive the video stream. Specifically,
the naive algorithm first sorts the RSs and SSs into
increasing order by channel qualities. Then, following the
sorting order, the naive algorithm greedily allocates
the bandwidth to the RSs and SSs. Note that the naive
algorithm employs no table consulting mechanisms.
Fig. 10a plots the ratio of network throughput to
bandwidth consumption as a function of the number of
SSs. Because BGW ANT greedily examines the SSs according
to their weighted values defined as throughput per
bandwidth unit, BGW ANT outperforms BGW ASU and the
naive algorithm in terms of the throughput-to-bandwidth
ratio. Fig. 10b plots network throughput as a function of the
number of SSs. For different numbers of SSs, BGW ANT
always achieves higher throughput than BGW ASU and the
naive algorithm.
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Fig. 10. (a) Network throughput-to-bandwidth consumption ratio and
(b) network throughput for different number of SSs.

Fig. 11. (a) Network throughput-to-bandwidth consumption ratio and
(b) network throughput for different amounts of bandwidth.

Figs. 11a and 11b plot the throughput-to-bandwidth
ratio and network throughput as functions of the amount of
bandwidth, respectively. These figures show the intuitive
results that when the amount of bandwidth increases, the
throughput-to-bandwidth ratio decreases while the network throughput increases. In addition, when the amount
of bandwidth is small, the curves of BGW ANT are much
higher than those of BGW ASU and the naive algorithm.
This is because BGW ANT first allocates the bandwidth to
the SS with higher ratios of throughput to bandwidth
consumption when the bandwidth is insufficient to satisfy
all the SSs. This results in higher efficiency of bandwidth
utilization. On the other hand, when the bandwidth is
large, the curves of BGW ASU approach those of BGW ANT .
This phenomenon is explained as follows: When the
bandwidth is large enough, it is sufficient to satisfy all the
SSs. In this case, the throughput performance of BGW ASU
is the same as that of BGW ANT . Besides, the curves in the
two figures indicate that BGW ANT provides higher
throughput performance in various scenarios with the
bandwidth ranging from 1,000 to 10,000 kilohertz.

ratio for bandwidth allocation in each greedy stage.
Fig. 12b plots the number of satisfied users as a function
of the number of SSs. As expected, this figure demonstrates
that BGW ASU satisfies more users than BGW ANT and the
naive algorithm.
Figs. 13a and 13b plot the user-to-bandwidth ratio and
the number of satisfied users as functions of the amount of
bandwidth. The curves in these two figures show the
intuitive results that by increasing the amount of bandwidth, the user-to-bandwidth ratio decreases while the
number of satisfied users increases. Furthermore, when the
limited bandwidth varies from 1,000 to 10,000 kilohertz,
BGW ASU yields more satisfied users and higher user-tobandwidth ratios than BGW ANT and the naive algorithm.
Specifically, the performance gap between BGW ASU and
BGW ANT narrows as the amount of bandwidth increases.
The explanations for this phenomenon are the same as
those for Figs. 11a and 11b in Section 5.3.

5.4 BGW ASU Performance
This section simulates BGW ANT , BGW ASU and the naive
algorithm described in Section 5.3. The performance of
BGW ASU is evaluated as follows: Fig. 12a plots the ratio
of satisfied users to bandwidth consumption as a function
of the number of SSs. The curves indicate that BGW ASU
allocates the bandwidth more efficiently than BGW ANT
and the naive algorithm in terms of the number of satisfied
users per bandwidth unit. This is because BGW ASU
always chooses the SS with the highest user-to-bandwidth

6

CONCLUSIONS

This study first models the bandwidth allocation problem
of scalable video multicast in WiMAX relay networks. We
proved that the problems of 1) maximizing network
throughput and 2) maximizing the number of satisfied
users are both NP-hard. This study provides the polynomial-time suboptimal solution, BGWA, to these two NPhard problems using greedy weighted methods that
incorporate table-consulting mechanisms. Instead of enumerating all the possible choices to find the globally
optimal solution, the proposed BGWA greedily makes the
locally optimal choice based on the weighted value. This
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Fig. 12. (a) Ratio of satisfied users to bandwidth consumption and
(b) number of satisfied users for different number of SSs.
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Fig. 13. (a) Number of satisfied users-to-bandwidth consumption ratio
and (b) number of satisfied users for different amounts of bandwidth.

approach significantly reduces computational complexity.
In addition, by consulting the multicast tables in each
greedy stage, the proposed BGWA can effectively avoid
redundant bandwidth allocation.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed BGWA, this
study theoretically analyzes the worst case performance of
BGWA. Theorem 2 shows that BGWA is lower bounded by
the approximation ratio of 2  DBS  DRS , where DBS and
DRS are the degrees of the BS and RS, respectively.
Theorem 3 shows that it is possible to enhance the lower
bound of BGWA to be the approximation ratio of 2  Dmax ,
where Dmax ¼ maxðDBS ; DRS Þ. Simulation results for
BGWA indicate the following. First, the proposed BGWA
approximates the optimal solution, i.e., the performance of
BGWA is at least 94 percent of that of the optimal solution,
while BGWA is much more practical than the optimal
(brute-force) algorithm. Second, this study compares the
performance of BGWA with that of the naive heuristic. In
various scenarios with different performance objectives,
BGWA consistently achieves the highest network performance, i.e., yields the highest network throughput and
satisfies the largest number of users, which is consistent
with the target objective. These results show that the
proposed bandwidth allocation scheme BGWA can effectively strike a balance between computational complexity
and network performance.

quality of this paper. They would also like to thank Professor
Wing-Kai Hon for his help in checking the accuracy of the
theoretical analysis in this paper.
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